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What is ORACLE?
You can explore anything about ORACLE: http://www.oracle.com/index.html
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Oracle Products
You can explore anything about ORACLE: http://www.oracle.com/index.html
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What you will learn?

•Advance SQL
•Program with PL/SQL
•ORACLE Objects
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Who they are?

•DBA
•Developers
•Analyst
•Consultant
•CIO
•etc
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Prerequisites

•Database Concept
•Basic SQL
•Basic Programming / Algorithm
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References

•Oracle University, Introduction to SQL
•Oracle, Program Unit with PL/SQL
•Any kind of book about SQL or PL/SQL for 
Oracle
•Any kind of internet URL, contains SQL or 
PL/SQL for Oracle
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Schedule

1. Overview & Pre-Practice
2. Oracle Objects (Part I)
3. Advance SQL (Part I)
4. Advance SQL (Part II)
5. Data Manipulation Language
6. Introduction to PL/SQL & Declaring PL/SQL Identifiers
7. Oracle Objects (Part II)
8. Mid Test
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Schedule (Cont.)

9. Writing Executable Statement & Interacting with the Oracle 
Server

10.Control Structure & Using Explicit Cursor
11.Handling Exception & Oracle Supplied Package
12.Dynamic SQL & Stored Procedure
13.Stored Function & Packages
14.Working with Packages & Triggers
15.Case Study 1: Function & Procedure
16.Case Study 2: Packages
17.Final Test
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Start with ORACLE

• ORACLE Database (Server Side)
• ORACLE Client
• Query Editor: TOAD, SQL Plus, PL/SQL Developer
• TNSNAMES

Ensure, all list above have been installed on your 
environment
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Review

What is a Database?
The definition of a database is a structured collection of records or data that is 
stored in a computer system. In order for a database to be truly functional, it must 
not only store large amounts of records well, but be accessed easily.

What is a Table?
A single store of related information. A table consists of records, and each record is 
made up of a number of fields.

What is Primary Key?
A field that uniquely identifies a record in a table

What is SQL?
SQL (Structured Query Language) is the most common standardized language used 
to access databases. SQL is a nonprocedural language. Oracle produces a 
procedural version of SQL which it calls PL/SQL. SQL is often pronounced "sequel"
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User / Schema
Setiap orang yang akan mengakses ke suatu database Oracle harus memiliki 
database user account atau biasa dikenal dengan user name.  Schema pada 
dasarnya akan terbentuk secara otomatis pada saat  sebuah user dibuat. Dalam 
Oracle, account yang dapat membuat user adalah SYS dan SYSTEM

Create User
CREATE USER username
IDENTIFIED BY password

Modify User
ALTER USER username
IDENTIFIED BY newpassword

Drop User
drop user username cascade;

Exercise:
Create user salim identified by salim;
Grant connect, resource to salim;
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ORACLE Built-in Data Types (Mostly Use)

Built in Data Type Description

VARCHAR2(size
[BYTE | CHAR])

Variable-length character string having maximum length size bytes or characters. Maximum size is 
4000 bytes or characters, and minimum is 1 byte or 1 character. You must specify size for 
VARCHAR2.

BYTE indicates that the column will have byte length semantics; CHAR indicates that the column will 
have character semantics.

NUMBER(p,s)
Number having precision p and scale s. The precision p can range from 1 to 38. The scale s can 
range from -84 to 127.

DATE Valid date range from January 1, 4712 BC to December 31, 9999 AD.

ROWID
Base 64 string representing the unique address of a row in its table. This data type is primarily for 
values returned by the ROWID pseudocolumn.

CHAR(size [BYTE | 
CHAR])

Fixed-length character data of length size bytes. Maximum size is 2000 bytes or characters. Default 
and minimum size is 1 byte.

BYTE and CHAR have the same semantics as for VARCHAR2.

CLOB

A character large object containing single-byte or multibyte characters. Both fixed-width and 
variable-width character sets are supported, both using the database character set. Maximum size is 
(4 gigabytes - 1) * (database block size).

BLOB A binary large object. Maximum size is (4 gigabytes - 1) * (database block size).
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Oracle Object - Table

Common tips: How to make good tables:

1. Provide column for store information about when and who the data was 
created and or updated, make both not null. Such as: CREATION_DATE, 
CREATED_BY, LAST_UPDATE_DATE, LAST_UPDATED_BY

2. Provide some column for unpredicted future changes, such as: ATTRIBUTE1 
up to 5

3. Use valid from and valid until date for flagging the status of record

4. Do not forget to give comment for every column

5. Ensure the data type was fixed to the certain column properly

6. Give the column name for primary key and foreign key with the same name

7. Same prefix for the tables in one schema
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Create Table

create table table_name(
AC_ID_PK number primary key,
AC_STATUS number not null,
AC_COUNTRY_ID number default 1,
AC_CREATED date default sysdate, 
AC_ACCOUNT varchar2(50)
……

……. ) ;

Note:

- Primary Key: Indicates the primary key of the table

- Not null: Indicates that the column not allowed null data

- Default: Indicates the default value of the column, when insert record and this column set to null, 
then automatically  will be stored the default value

Exercise:

Create table supplier (supplier_id number primary key,

supplier_name varchar2(50) not null);
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Alter Table
The ALTER TABLE statement allows you to rename an existing table. It can also be used to add, modify, 

or drop a column from an existing table.

Renaming a table
The basic syntax for renaming a table is:
ALTER TABLE table_name

RENAME TO new_table_name;

Adding column(s) to a table
For example:

ALTER TABLE supplier ADD (supplier_name varchar2(50), city varchar2(45) );

Modifying column(s) in a table
To modify a column in an existing table, the ALTER TABLE syntax is:

ALTER TABLE table_name
MODIFY column_name column_type;

For example:
ALTER TABLE supplier

MODIFY supplier_name varchar2(100) not null;

Drop column(s) in a table
To drop a column in an existing table, the ALTER TABLE syntax is:
ALTER TABLE table_name

DROP COLUMN column_name;
For example:
ALTER TABLE supplier

DROP COLUMN supplier_name;
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Oracle Object - Sequence
Sequence (Auto number)
In Oracle, you can create an auto number field by using sequences. A sequence is an object 

in Oracle that is used to generate a number sequence. This can be useful when you 
need to create a unique number to act as a primary key.

CREATE SEQUENCE supplier_seq
START WITH 1
INCREMENT BY 1;

Now that you've created a sequence object to simulate an auto number field, we'll cover 
how to retrieve a value from this sequence object. To retrieve the next value in the 
sequence order, you need to use nextval.

For example:
supplier_seq.nextval
This would retrieve the next value from supplier_seq. The nextval statement needs to be 

used in an SQL statement. For example:

INSERT INTO suppliers
(supplier_id, supplier_name)
VALUES
(supplier_seq.nextval, 'Kraft Foods');Session 2
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Oracle Object - Index
Index
An index is a performance-tuning method of allowing faster retrieval of records. An index 

creates an entry for each value that appears in the indexed columns. By default, Oracle creates B-
tree indexes.

Create an Index
The syntax for creating a index is:
CREATE [UNIQUE] INDEX index_name

ON table_name (column1, column2, . column_n);

UNIQUE indicates that the combination of values in the indexed columns must be unique.
COMPUTE STATISTICS tells Oracle to collect statistics during the creation of the index. The statistics are 

then used by the optimizer to choose a "plan of execution" when SQL statements are executed.

For example:
CREATE INDEX supplier_idx

ON supplier (supplier_name);
In this example, we've created an index on the supplier table called supplier_idx. It consists of only one 

field - the supplier_name field.

We could also create an index with more than one field as in the example below:
CREATE INDEX supplier_idx

ON supplier (supplier_name, city);
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Oracle Object - Index
Rename an Index
The syntax for renaming an index is:
ALTER INDEX index_name

RENAME TO new_index_name;

For example:
ALTER INDEX supplier_idx

RENAME TO supplier_index_name;
In this example, we're renaming the index called supplier_idx to 

supplier_index_name.

Drop an Index
The syntax for dropping an index is:
DROP INDEX index_name;

For example:
DROP INDEX supplier_idx;
In this example, we're dropping an index called supplier_idx.
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Oracle Object – Unique Constraint
Unique Constraint
A unique constraint is a single field or combination of fields that uniquely defines a record. 

Some of the fields can contain null values as long as the combination of values is 
unique.

Note:
In Oracle, a unique constraint can not contain more than 32 columns.
A unique constraint can be defined in either a CREATE TABLE statement or an ALTER TABLE 

statement

What is the difference between a unique constraint and a primary key? 

Primary Key Unique Constraint

None of the fields that are part of the primary 
key can contain a null value 

Some of the fields that are part of the unique constraint 
can contain null values as long as the combination of 
values is unique 
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Oracle Object – Unique Constraint
Using a CREATE TABLE statement
The syntax for creating a unique constraint using a CREATE TABLE statement is:
CREATE TABLE table_name

(column1 datatype null/not null,
column2 datatype null/not null,
...
CONSTRAINT constraint_name UNIQUE (column1, column2, . column_n)
);

For example:
CREATE TABLE supplier(supplier_idnumeric(10)not null,

supplier_namevarchar2(50)not null,
contact_namevarchar2(50),
CONSTRAINT supplier_unique UNIQUE (supplier_id));

In this example, we've created a unique constraint on the supplier table called supplier_unique. It 
consists of only one field - the supplier_id field.

We could also create a unique constraint with more than one field as in the example below:
CREATE TABLE supplier(supplier_idnumeric(10)not null,

supplier_namevarchar2(50)not null,
contact_namevarchar2(50),
CONSTRAINT supplier_unique UNIQUE (supplier_id, supplier_name));
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Oracle Object – Unique Constraint
Using an ALTER TABLE statement
The syntax for creating a unique constraint in an ALTER TABLE statement is:
ALTER TABLE table_name

add CONSTRAINT constraint_name UNIQUE (column1, column2, ... column_n);

For example:
ALTER TABLE supplier

add CONSTRAINT supplier_unique UNIQUE (supplier_id);
In this example, we've created a unique constraint on the existing supplier table called supplier_unique. 

It consists of the field called supplier_id.

We could also create a unique constraint with more than one field as in the example below:
ALTER TABLE supplier

add CONSTRAINT supplier_unique UNIQUE (supplier_id, supplier_name);

Drop a Unique Constraint
The syntax for dropping a unique constraint is:
ALTER TABLE table_name

drop CONSTRAINT constraint_name;

For example:
ALTER TABLE supplier

drop CONSTRAINT supplier_unique;
In this example, we're dropping a unique constraint on the supplier table called supplier_unique.
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Oracle Object – Unique Constraint
Disable a Unique Constraint
The syntax for disabling a unique constraint is:
ALTER TABLE table_name

disable CONSTRAINT constraint_name;

For example:
ALTER TABLE supplier

disable CONSTRAINT supplier_unique;
In this example, we're disabling a unique constraint on the supplier table called supplier_unique.

Enable a Unique Constraint
The syntax for enabling a unique constraint is:
ALTER TABLE table_name

enable CONSTRAINT constraint_name;

For example:
ALTER TABLE supplier

enable CONSTRAINT supplier_unique;
In this example, we're enabling a unique constraint on the supplier table called supplier_unique.
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Grant Privileges
Grant Privileges on Tables
You can grant users various privileges to tables. These privileges can be any combination of select, 

insert, update, delete, references, alter, and index. Below is an explanation of what each privilege 
means.

Privilege Description 

Select Ability to query the table with a select statement 

Insert Ability to add new rows to the table with the insert statement 

Update Ability to update rows in the table with the update statement. 

Delete Ability to delete rows from the table with the delete statement 

References Ability to create a constraint that refers to the table 

Alter Ability to change the table definition with the alter table statement 

Index Ability to create an index on the table with the create index statement. 
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Grant Privileges
The syntax for granting privileges on a table is:

grant privileges on object to user;

For example, if you wanted to grant select, insert, update, and delete privileges on a table 
called suppliers to a user name smithj, you would execute the following statement:

grant select, insert, update, delete on suppliers to smithj;

You can also use the all keyword to indicate that you wish all permissions to be granted. For 
example:

grant all on suppliers to smithj;

If you wanted to grant select access on your table to all users, you could grant the 
privileges to the public keyword. For example:

grant select on suppliers to public;
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Revoke Privileges
Revoke Privileges on Tables
Once you have granted privileges, you may need to revoke some or all of these privileges. To do this, 

you can execute a revoke command. You can revoke any combination of select, insert, update, 
delete, references, alter, and index.

The syntax for revoking privileges on a table is:

revoke privileges on object from user;

For example, if you wanted to revoke delete privileges on a table called suppliers from a user named 
anderson, you would execute the following statement:

revoke delete on suppliers from anderson;

If you wanted to revoke all privileges on a table, you could use the all keyword. For example:
revoke all on suppliers from anderson;

If you had granted privileges to public (all users) and you wanted to revoke these privileges, you could 
execute the following statement:

revoke all on suppliers from public;
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Summary

•Retrieving Data Using the SQL SELECT Statement
•Restricting and Sorting Data
•Using Single-Row Functions to Customize Output
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SELECT COMMON PATTERN

SELECT <*, Field 1,….., Field n, Aggregate Function>
FROM < Table Name>
WHERE <Condition>
AND/OR <If any additional condition>
GROUP BY <Field 1,……, Field n>
HAVING <Condition>
ORDER BY <Field1,…., Field n> 
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Retrieving Data Using the SQL SELECT Statement

•Select All Columns
Syntax : SELECT * FROM <Table Name>;
Sample : SELECT * FROM emp;

•Select Specific Columns
Syntax : SELECT <Column Name, Column Name, Column Name,……Column Name> 

FROM <Table Name>;
Sample : SELECT empno, first_name, last_name FROM emp;

•Use Arithmetic Operators
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Retrieving Data Using the SQL SELECT Statement

•Understand Operator Precedence
Precedence defines the order that Oracle uses when evaluating different operators in the same expression. 
Every operator has a predefined precedence. Oracle evaluates operators with a higher precedence before it 
evaluates operators with a lower precedence. Operators with equal precedence will be evaluated from left to 
right 

•Learn the DESCRIBE command to display the table structure
Syntax : Desc <Table Name>
Sample : Desc Dept;
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Restricting and Sorting Data

•Write queries that contain a WHERE clause to limit the output 
retrieved

Syntax : Select <Column Name,……Column Name>
From <Table Name>
Where <Column Name or Logical Phrase>;

Sample : Select empno
From emp
Where sal > 1000;

•Write queries that contain an ORDER BY clause sort the output of a 
SELECT statement (Ascending or Descending)

Sample : Select * from emp
Order by empno asc;

Sample : Select * from emp
Order by empno desc;
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Restricting and Sorting Data

List the comparison operators and logical operators that are used in 
a WHERE clause
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Sample SELECT with WHERE using Comparison operators 

Exercise:

select ename "Employee" from emp
where sal = 1500;

select ename, sal from emp
where sal >= 3000;

select ename employee, job title from emp
where sal < 3000;

select * from salgrade
where losal <= 2000;

select * from emp
where ename in ('SMITH', 'WARD');

select * from dept
where loc not in ('DALLAS', 'NEW YORK')
or deptno = 30;

select * from emp
where comm is not null
and ename like '%A%';

select * from emp
where mgr is null;

select * from emp
where empno between 7000 and 7500; 8Session 3



Using Single-Row Functions to Customize Output 

Single Row Function VS Multiple Row Function
Single-row function: "functions return a single result row for every row of a queried 
table or view. "

Multiple row functions: "functions return a single result row based on groups of 
rows, rather than on single rows." 

an example using scott schema emp table:

select empno, ename, to_char(sal, '9,999.99') from emp; --here to_char is a 
single row function

select deptno, sum(sal) from emp group by deptno; --here sum() is a multiple 
row function.
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Using Single-Row Functions to Customize Output 

Manipulate strings with character function
Character functions that return character values return values of the same datatype as the input argument. 
The length of the value returned by the function is limited by the maximum length of the datatype returned. 

Source: http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B14117_01/server.101/b10759/functions001.htm
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Using Single-Row Functions to Customize Output 

Manipulate strings with character function - Example
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Using Single-Row Functions to Customize Output 

Manipulate strings with character function - Practice

12Session 3

•select ename, job, ename||' as '||job concat from emp;

•select loc, initcap(loc) initcap from dept;

•select ename, lower(ename) lower from emp;

•select ename, upper(ename) upper from emp;

•select loc, lpad(loc,10,'*') lpad from dept;

•select loc, rpad(loc,10,'*') rpad from dept;

•select job, replace(job, 'AN','xx') replace from emp;

•select job, substr(job,1,5) substr from emp;

•select loc, trim(loc) trim from dept;

•select ename, length(ename) length from emp;



Using Single-Row Functions to Customize Output 

Number Function
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Using Single-Row Functions to Customize Output 

Number Function - Example
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Using Single-Row Functions to Customize Output 

Date Function
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Summary

2

•Conversion date type
•Using aggregate function
•Using GROUP BY and HAVING for aggregate function
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Conversion functions convert a value from one datatype to another. 
Generally, the form of the function names follows the convention datatype TO 
datatype. The first datatype is the input datatype. The second datatype is the 
output datatype. The very common SQL conversion functions are: 

TO_CHAR

TO_DATE

TO_NUMBER

3

Conversion Function
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TO_CHAR

Purpose
TO_CHAR (character) converts NCHAR, NVARCHAR2, CLOB, or NCLOB 
data to the database character set.

Examples
The following example interprets a simple string as character data:
SELECT TO_CHAR('01110') FROM DUAL; 

TO_CH
-----
01110 
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Purpose
TO_DATE converts char of CHAR, VARCHAR2, NCHAR, or NVARCHAR2 
datatype to a value of DATE datatype. The fmt is a datetime model format 
specifying the format of char. If you omit fmt, then char must be in the default 
date format. If fmt is J, for Julian, then char must be an integer. 

Examples
The following example converts a character string into a date:

SELECT TO_DATE( 'January 15, 1989, 11:00 A.M.', 'Month dd, YYYY, HH:MI A.M) 
FROM DUAL; 

TO_DATE(' 
---------
15-JAN-89 

5

TO_DATE
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TO_NUMBER

Purpose
TO_NUMBER converts expr to a value of NUMBER datatype.

Examples
The following examples convert character string data into a number:

SELECT TO_NUMBER(‘125’) FROM DUAL; 

TO_NUMBER
---------

125
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Date Function

Practice:

select ename, hiredate, to_char(hiredate,'DD-MON-YYYY') to_char
from emp
order by hiredate;

select ename, hiredate, to_char(hiredate,'MM-YYYY') to_char
from emp
order by hiredate;

select ename, hiredate, to_number(to_char(hiredate,'MM')) to_number
from emp
order by hiredate;

select last_day(to_date('05-02-2012','DD-MM-YYYY')) to_date 
from dual;

select to_char(last_day(to_date('05-02-2012','DD-MM-YYYY')),'Day') to_char
from dual;
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AGGREGATE FUNCTION

Aggregate functions return a single result row based on groups of rows, 
rather than on single rows. Aggregate functions can appear in select lists and 
in ORDER BY and HAVING clauses. They are commonly used with the 
GROUP BY clause in a SELECT statement, where Oracle Database divides 
the rows of a queried table or view into groups. 

In a query containing a GROUP BY clause, the elements of the select list can 
be aggregate functions, GROUP BY expressions, constants, or expressions 
involving one of these. Oracle applies the aggregate functions to each group 
of rows and returns a single result row for each group. 

Common aggregate function:
AVG, COUNT, MAX, MIN, SUM
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AVG

Purpose
AVG returns average value of expr. This function takes as an argument any 
numeric datatype or any nonnumeric datatype that can be implicitly converted 
to a numeric datatype. The function returns the same datatype as the numeric 
datatype of the argument.

Aggregate Example
The following example calculates the average salary of all employees in the 
hr.employees table:

SELECT AVG(sal) "Average" FROM emp; 
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COUNT

Purpose
COUNT returns the number of rows returned by the query 

Aggregate Example
The following examples use COUNT as an aggregate function: 

SELECT COUNT(*) "Total" FROM emp; 
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MAX & MIN

Purpose
MAX returns maximum value of expr.
MIN returns minimum value of expr.

Aggregate Example
The following examples use MAX and MIN as an aggregate function: 

SELECT MAX(sal) "Maximum" FROM emp;

SELECT MIN(hiredate) "Earliest" FROM emp; 
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SUM

Purpose
SUM returns the sum of values of expr. 

Aggregate Example
The following examples use SUM as an aggregate function: 

SELECT SUM(sal) "Total" FROM emp; 
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GROUP BY

Source: http://www.thunderstone.com/site/texisman/summarizing_values.html

So far, the examples presented have shown how to retrieve and manipulate values from individual 
rows in a table. In this section, we will illustrate how summary information can be obtained from 
groups of rows in a table. 

Often we find it useful to group data by some characteristic of the group, such as department or 
division, or benefit level, so that summary statistics about the group (totals, averages, etc.) can be 
calculated. For example, to calculate average departmental salaries, the user could group the 
salaries of all employees by department. GROUP BY clause is used to divide the rows of a table into 
groups that have matching values in one or more columns. 
The form of this clause is: 

GROUP BY column-name1 [,column-name2] ...

and it fits into the SELECT expression in the following manner. 

SELECT column-name1 [,column-name2] ... 
FROM table-name 
[WHERE search-condition] 
[GROUP BY column-name1 [,column-name2] ... ] 
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GROUP BY

Example: What is the average salary paid in each department? 

Enter this statement: 
SELECT DEPTNO, AVG(SAL) 
FROM EMP 
GROUP BY DEPT NO; 
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HAVING

Source: http://www.techonthenet.com/sql/having.php

The HAVING clause is used in combination with the GROUP BY clause. It can be used in a SELECT 
statement to filter the records that a GROUP BY returns.
The syntax for the HAVING clause is:

SELECT column1, column2, ... column_n, aggregate_function (expression)
FROM tables
WHERE predicates
GROUP BY column1, column2, ... column_n
HAVING condition1 ... condition_n;

aggregate_function can be a function such as SUM, COUNT, MIN, or MAX.

Example using the SUM function
For example, you could also use the SUM function to return the name of the department and the 
total sales (in the associated department). The HAVING clause will filter the results so that only 
departments with sales greater than $1000 will be returned.

SELECT department, SUM(sales) as "Total sales"
FROM order_details
GROUP BY department
HAVING SUM(sales) > 1000; 15Session 4
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Aggregate Function

Examples:
select max(sal) max, min(sal) min, round(avg(sal),2) avg
from emp;

select job, count(1) 
from emp
group by job;

select job, count(1) 
from emp
group by job
having count(1) > 1;
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•DDL using CTAS
•Insert record using INSERT statement
•Update record using UPDATE statement
•Delete record using DELETE statement
•Delete record using TRUNCATE statement
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CREATE TABLE AS SELECT (CTAS) to Reorganize Oracle Tables

Source: http://www.dba-oracle.com/t_create_table_select_ctas.htm

If you don't want to use DDL, CTAS statement is one method for reorganizing 
an Oracle table or moving the table. Instead of spending hours setting up 
parameter files and job steps, you can copy and rename the table in three 
simple SQL statements.

Syntax:
Create table xxx_new
As
Select * from xxx;

3

CTAS
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INSERT

Source: http://www.oradev.com/oracle_insert.jsp

The INSERT statement in Oracle is used to add rows to a table, the base 
table of a view, a partition of a partitioned table or a subpartition of a 
composite-partitioned table, or an object table or the base table of an object 
view.

For you to insert rows into a table, the table must be in your own schema or 
you must have the INSERT object privilege on the table.  For you to insert 
rows into the base table of a view, the owner of the schema containing the 
view must have the INSERT object privilege on the base table. 

Also, if the view is in a schema other than your own, then you must have the 
INSERT object privilege on the view. If you have the INSERT ANY TABLE 
system privilege, then you can also insert rows into any table or the base 
table of any view.
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INSERT

INSERT TYPE SYNTAX

Basic insert of a few 
columns of a table

INSERT INTO table_name
(column1, column2,column3) 
VALUES (value1,value2,value3);

Insert into a table/view 
specifying all columns

If you insert all columns in the same order as they 
are stored in the table, you can ommit the 
columnnames in the insert statement like this:

INSERT INTO table_name VALUES
(val1,val2,val3,val4);

Insert data from a select 
statement

INSERT INTO table_name select * from x ;

INSERT INTO table_name
select col1,col2,col3 fromx where col1='val1';

Session 5



UPDATE
Source: http://www.oracle-training.cc/t_garmany_easyoracle_UPDATE.htm

The Oracle UPDATE statement locates one or more rows (or all the rows) in a table and sets one or 
more columns to the specified values. As with the INSERT statement, the values must either match 
the columns data type or one that the database can implicitly convert.

The basic format is:
update table name
set col1 = val1, col2 = val2,col3 = val3,…
where <expression identifying rows to change>;

One of the powerful features of the Oracle update statement is the ability to update rows using a 
query. The query must have a value in the select clause for each column in the column list.  If the 
where clause is not used all rows are updated when the Oracle update is executed.

Update sales
set (order_date, quantity) = (select SYSDATE, avg(quantity)

from sales
where book_key = 'B102'
group by book_key, SYSDATE)

where book_key = 'B102';
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DELETE

Source: http://www.psoug.org/reference/delete.html

Like the UPDATE statement, the DELETE statement removes all rows 
identified by the WHERE clause. This is another data manipulation 
command, which means that we can roll back the deleted data, and that to 
make our changes permanent, we need to issue a commit. We have already 
looked at a couple of the DELETE formats.

Delete all row:
DELETE <table_name>;
or
DELETE FROM <table_name>;

Delete selected row(s):
DELETE FROM <table_name>
WHERE <condition>;

7Session 5
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TRUNCATE
Use the TRUNCATE statement to remove all rows from a table or cluster. By
default, Oracle Database also de-allocates all space used by the removed rows
except that specified by the MINEXTENTS storage parameter and sets the NEXT
storage parameter to the size of the last extent removed from the segment by the
truncation process.

Removing rows with the TRUNCATE statement can be more efficient than
dropping and re-creating a table. Dropping and re-creating a table invalidates
dependent objects of the table, requires you to regnant object privileges on the
table, and requires you to re-create the indexes, integrity constraints, and triggers
on the table and re-specify its storage parameters. Truncating has none of these
effects.

Caution:
You cannot roll back a TRUNCATE statement.

Truncate table table_name;
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DML
Examples:

create table emp_azka as
select * from emp
where mgr is not null;

insert into emp_azka
values (7935, 'SMILE', 'ANALYST', 7566, trunc(sysdate), 3100, null, 20);

insert into emp_azka(empno, ename, job, mgr, hiredate, sal, deptno)
values (7936, 'BLAKE', 'SALESMAN', 7698, trunc(sysdate), 1500, 30);

update emp_azka
set comm = 0.1 * sal
where substr(job,1,3) = 'SAL'
and comm is null;

delete emp_azka
where ename like '%LAKE%'
or comm = 0;
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A "normal" join finds values of two tables that are in a relation
to each other. In most cases, this relation is equality (=), but it
can also be all sorts of operations that either return true or
false. The important thing is that a "normal" join only returns
rows of both tables of which the compared columns return true.

Of course, a row whose column-value is not found in the other
table's joined column is not returned at all. However,
sometimes, there is a requirement to show these rows as well.

So, normalization and ERD is very important for us in making
query from multiple table

3
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Consider the following example

Case 1
select e.EMPNO, e.ENAME, e.JOB, 

d.DNAME, d.LOC
from emp e,

dept d
where e.DEPTNO = d.DEPTNO
order by 4

4
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Consider the following example

Case 2
select e.EMPNO, e.ENAME, e.JOB, 

d.DNAME, d.LOC, e.SAL, s.GRADE
from emp e,

dept d,
salgrade s

where e.DEPTNO = d.DEPTNO
and e.SAL between s.LOSAL and s.HISAL
order by 4

5
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Practices:

select a.empno, initcap(a.ename) name, b.dname dept, b.deptno
from emp a,

dept b
where a.deptno = b.deptno
and b.loc like'CHI%'
and empno > 7500;

select upper(a.ename) name, b.dname dept, b.deptno, lower(a.job) lower,
c.grade, a.sal

from emp a,
dept b,
salgrade c

where a.deptno = b.deptno
and a.sal between c.losal and c.hisal
and job = 'SALESMAN'
order by a.sal;

6
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A subquery is a query within a query. In Oracle, you can create sub queries within
your SQL statements. These sub queries can reside in the SELECT clause, the
FROM clause, or the WHERE clause.

SELECT clause
A subquery can also be found in the SELECT clause. 
For example:
select tbls.owner, tbls.table_name,
(select count(column_name) as total_columns
from all_tab_columns cols
where cols.owner = tbls.owner
and cols.table_name = tbls.table_name) subquery2

from all_tables tbls; 

In this example, we've created a subquery in the SELECT clause as follows: 
(select count(column_name) as total_columns
from all_tab_columns cols
where cols.owner = tbls.owner
and cols.table_name = tbls.table_name) subquery2

The subquery has been aliased with the name subquery2. This will be the name used to reference this sub 
query or any of its fields.
The trick to placing a sub query in the select clause is that the sub query must return a single value. This is 
why an aggregate function such as SUM, COUNT, MIN, or MAX is commonly used in the subquery. 3
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FROM clause

A subquery can also be found in the FROM clause. These are called inline views. 

For example:
select suppliers.name, subquery1.total_amt
from suppliers,

(select supplier_id, Sum(orders.amount) as total_amt
from orders
group by supplier_id) subquery1,

where subquery1.supplier_id = suppliers.supplier_id;
In this example, we've created a subquery in the FROM clause as follows:
(select supplier_id, Sum(orders.amount) as total_amt
from orders
group by supplier_id) subquery1

This subquery has been aliased with the name subquery1. This will be the name used to 
reference this subquery or any of its fields.

Limitations:
Oracle allows an unlimited number of subqueries in the FROM clause.

4
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WHERE clause

Most often, the subquery will be found in the WHERE clause. These subqueries are also 
called nested subqueries.

For example:
select * from all_tables tabs
where tabs.table_name in
(select cols.table_name
from all_tab_columns cols
where cols.column_name = 'SUPPLIER_ID');

Limitations:
Oracle allows up to 255 levels of subqueries in the WHERE clause.

5
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Practices:

select * 
from emp_azka
where comm is null
and deptno in (select deptno

from dept
where loc ='DALLAS' );

select a.deptno, a.dname, a.loc,
(select count(1)
from emp b
where b.deptno = a.deptno ) count_emp

from dept a
where deptno <= 50; 

6
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In Oracle Database management, PL/SQL is a procedural language extension to
Structured Query Language (SQL). The purpose of PL/SQL is to combine database
language and procedural programming language.

The basic unit in PL/SQL is called a block, which is made up of three parts:
-Declarative
-Executable
-Exception Handling

DECLARE
/* Declarative section: variables, types, and local subprograms. */

BEGIN
/* Executable section: procedural and SQL statements go here. */
/* This is the only section of the block that is required. */

EXCEPTION
/* Exception handling section: error handling statements go here. */

END;

3
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Because PL/SQL allows you to mix SQL statements with procedural constructs, it is possible
to use PL/SQL blocks and subprograms to group SQL statements before sending them to
Oracle for execution. Without PL/SQL, Oracle must process SQL statements one at a time
and, in a network environment, this can affect traffic flow and slow down response time.
PL/SQL blocks can be compiled once and stored in executable form to improve response
time.

Advantages of PL/SQL
PL/SQL is a completely portable, high-performance transaction processing language that 
offers the following advantages:
• Support for SQL 
• Support for object-oriented programming 
• Better performance 
• Higher productivity 
• Full portability 
• Tight integration with Oracle 
• Tight security 
(Tutorial: P age 21)

4
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The DECLARE section begins with the keyword DECLARE and ends when the keyword
BEGIN signals the arrival of the EXECUTABLE section. You can declare types, constants,
variables, exceptions, and cursors in any order, as long as they are declared before they are
referenced in another definition. You declare subprograms last. A semi-colon (;) terminates
each definition.

Declaring Variable
For variables, provide the name, datatype, and any desired attributes.

Declaring Constant
You declare constants the same way as variables, except for the addition of the keyword CONSTANT and
the mandatory assignment of a value. Constants do not take attributes other than the value.

An example follows:

declare
v_count number;
v_emp_no EMP.EMPNO%type;
v_code varchar2(5) := 'ABC‘;
v_date date;

c_value constant number := 100;
c_letter constant varchar2(1):= ‘Z’;

5
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Declaring Cursor
Oracle uses work areas to execute SQL statements and store processing information. A PL/SQL construct
called a cursor lets you name a work area and access its stored information. There are two kinds of cursors:
implicit and explicit. PL/SQL implicitly declares a cursor for all SQL data manipulation statements, including
queries that return only one row. For queries that return more than one row, you can explicitly declare a
cursor to process the rows individually.

An example follows:
DECLARE

CURSOR c1 IS
SELECT empno, ename, job
FROM emp
WHERE deptno = 20;

The set of rows returned by a multi-row query is called the result set. Its size is the number of rows that
meet your search criteria. As Figure shows, an explicit cursor "points" to the current row in the result set.
This allows your program to process the rows one at a time.

Record Set:

6
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DBMS OUTPUT
is a PL/SQL package that can be used to print or write output from a PL/SQL program to a buffer (or the
screen).

BEGIN
dbms_output.put_line('Output from PL/SQL...');

END;

7
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The executable section is the main body of code. It consists primarily of SQL statements, flow
control statements, and assignments. SQL statements are explained earlier in this chapter;
assignments and flow-control statements are explained in the sections that follow.

Variable Assigment
• The assignment operator is :=
• For example, the following statement assigns the value 45 to the variable a:

a := 45;
•Character strings should be set off with single quotes (') as in all expressions. An example follows:
V_item := 'Clair';

Variables and constants are initialized every time a block or subprogram is entered. By default, variables
are initialized to NULL. Unless you expressly initialize a variable, its value is undefined:

DECLARE
v_count NUMBER;

BEGIN
-- COUNT began with a value of NULL.
-- Thus the expression 'COUNT + 1' is also null.
-- So after this assignment, COUNT is still NULL.
v_count := v_count + 1;

3
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Assigning Boolean Values

Only the values TRUE, FALSE, and NULL can be assigned to a Boolean variable. 
For example, given the declaration

DECLARE   
done BOOLEAN;

The following statements are allowed:
BEGIN   

done := FALSE;   
WHILE NOT done LOOP      
...   
END LOOP;

When applied to an expression, the relational operators return a Boolean value. So, the following 
assignment is allowed:
done := (count > 500);
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Assigning a SQL Query Result to a PL/SQL Variable
You can use the SELECT statement to have Oracle assign values to a variable. For each item in the select
list, there must be a corresponding, type-compatible variable in the INTO list.

An example follows:
DECLARE

emp_id emp.empno%TYPE;
emp_name emp.ename%TYPE;
wages NUMBER(7);

BEGIN
-- assign a value to emp_id here
SELECT ename, sal + comm

INTO emp_name, wages
FROM emp

WHERE empno = emp_id;
...

END;

However, you cannot select column values into a Boolean variable.
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The operations within an expression are done in a particular order depending on their
precedence (priority). Figure shows the default order of operations from first to last (top to
bottom).
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According to the structure theorem, any computer program can be written using the basic
control structures shown in Figure. They can be combined in any way necessary to deal with
a given problem
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Selection / Conditional Control
Often, it is necessary to take alternative actions depending on circumstances. The IF statement lets you
execute a sequence of statements conditionally. That is, whether the sequence is executed or not depends
on the value of a condition. The CASE statement is a compact way to evaluate a single condition and
choose between many alternative actions.

IF-THEN-ELSE
The sequence of statements is executed only if the condition is true. If the condition is false or null, the IF
statement does nothing. In either case, control passes to the next statement.

IF condition1 THEN   
sequence_of_statements1

ELSIF condition2 THEN   
sequence_of_statements2

ELSE   
sequence_of_statements3

END IF;
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If the first condition is false or null, the ELSIF clause tests another condition. An IF statement can have any
number of ELSIF clauses; the final ELSE clause is optional. Conditions are evaluated one by one from top
to bottom. If any condition is true, its associated sequence of statements is executed and control passes to
the next statement. If all conditions are false or null, the sequence in the ELSE clause is executed. Consider
the following example:

BEGIN
...
IF sales > 50000 THEN

bonus := 1500;
ELSIF sales > 35000 THEN

bonus := 500;
ELSE

bonus := 100;
END IF;
INSERT INTO payroll VALUES (emp_id, bonus, ...);
COMMIT;

END;

If the value of sales is larger than 50000, the first and second conditions are true. Nevertheless, bonus is
assigned the proper value of 1500 because the second condition is never tested. When the first condition is
true, its associated statement is executed and control passes to the INSERT statement.

9
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CASE Statement
Like the IF statement, the CASE statement selects one sequence of statements to execute. However, to
select the sequence, the CASE statement uses a selector rather than multiple Boolean expressions.

CASE grade
WHEN 'A' THEN dbms_output.put_line('Excellent');
WHEN 'B' THEN dbms_output.put_line('Very Good');
WHEN 'C' THEN dbms_output.put_line('Good');
WHEN 'D' THEN dbms_output.put_line('Fair');
WHEN 'F' THEN dbms_output.put_line('Poor');
ELSE dbms_output.put_line('No such grade');

END CASE;

The CASE statement is more readable and more efficient. So, when possible, rewrite lengthy IF-THEN-
ELSIF statements as CASE statements.
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Iteration Control
Iterative statements let you execute a sequence of statements multiple times. There are three
forms of LOOP statements: LOOP, WHILE-LOOP, and FOR-LOOP

FOR LOOP
FOR i IN 1..1000 LOOP

insert into a values(i,i*2);
END LOOP;

CURSOR FOR LOOP
for rec in (select col_1, col_2 from table_a) loop
/*Statements, use rec.col_1 and rec.col_2 */

end loop;

for rec in cursor_name loop
/*Statements, use rec.col_1 and rec.col_2 */

end loop;

for rec in cursor_name(cursor_param_1, cursor_param_2...) loop
/*Statements, use rec.col_1 and rec.col_2 */

end loop;
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Sequential Control: GOTO and NULL Statements
Unlike the IF and LOOP statements, the GOTO and NULL statements are not crucial to
PL/SQL programming. The structure of PL/SQL is such that the GOTO statement is seldom
needed. Occasionally, it can simplify logic enough to warrant its use. The NULL statement can
improve readability by making the meaning and action of conditional statements clear.

GOTO Statement
The GOTO statement branches to a label unconditionally. The label must be unique within its
scope and must precede an executable statement or a PL/SQL block. When executed, the
GOTO statement transfers control to the labeled statement or block. In the following example,
you go to an executable statement farther down in a sequence of statements:

BEGIN
...
GOTO insert_row;
...
<<insert_row>>
INSERT INTO emp VALUES ...

END;

12
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NULL Statement
The NULL statement does nothing other than pass control to the next statement. In a conditional construct,
the NULL statement tells readers that a possibility has been considered, but no action is necessary. In the
following example, the NULL statement shows that no action is taken for unnamed exceptions:

EXCEPTION
WHEN ZERO_DIVIDE THEN

ROLLBACK;
WHEN VALUE_ERROR THEN

INSERT INTO errors VALUES ...
COMMIT;

WHEN OTHERS THEN
NULL;

END;

In IF statements or other places that require at least one executable statement, the NULL statement to
satisfy the syntax. In the following example, the NULL statement emphasizes that only top-rated employees
get bonuses:

IF rating > 90 THEN
compute_bonus(emp_id);

ELSE
NULL;

END IF;
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Exception Handling
•Run-time errors arise from design faults, coding mistakes, hardware failures, and many other sources. Although you cannot
anticipate all possible errors, you can plan to handle certain kinds of errors meaningful to your PL/SQL program.
•With many programming languages, unless you disable error checking, a run-time error such as stack overflow or division by
zero stops normal processing and returns control to the operating system. With PL/SQL, a mechanism called exception
handling lets you "bulletproof" your program so that it can continue operating in the presence of errors.
•In PL/SQL, a warning or error condition is called an exception. Exceptions can be internally defined (by the run-time system)
or user defined.

Advantages of PL/SQL Exceptions
-Handle errors conveniently without the need to code multiple checks. Without exception handling, every
time you issue a command, you must check for execution errors:

BEGIN
SELECT ...

-- check for 'no data found' error
SELECT ...

-- check for 'no data found' error
SELECT ...

-- check for 'no data found' error
-Improve readability by letting you isolate error-handling routines

BEGIN
SELECT ...
SELECT ...
SELECT ...
...

EXCEPTION
WHEN NO_DATA_FOUND THEN -- catches all 'no data found' errors

3
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Predefined PL/SQL Exceptions
An internal exception is raised implicitly whenever your PL/SQL program violates an Oracle rule or exceeds
a system-dependent limit. Every Oracle error has a number, but exceptions must be handled by name. So,
PL/SQL predefines some common Oracle errors as exceptions. For example, PL/SQL raises the predefined
exception NO_DATA_FOUND if a SELECT INTO statement returns no rows.

4
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DECLARE
pe_ratio NUMBER(3,1);

BEGIN
DELETE FROM stats WHERE symbol = 'XYZ';
SELECT price / NVL(earnings, 0) INTO pe_ratio FROM stocks

WHERE symbol = 'XYZ';
INSERT INTO stats (symbol, ratio) VALUES ('XYZ', pe_ratio);

EXCEPTION
WHEN ZERO_DIVIDE THEN

...
WHEN NO_DATA_FOUND THEN

...
WHEN OTHERS THEN

...
END;
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Defining Your Own PL/SQL Exceptions
•PL/SQL lets you define exceptions of your own. Unlike predefined exceptions, user-defined exceptions
must be declared and must be raised explicitly by RAISE statements.
•Exceptions can be declared only in the declarative part of a PL/SQL block, subprogram, or package. You
declare an exception by introducing its name, followed by the keyword EXCEPTION.

DECLARE
out_of_stock EXCEPTION;
number_on_hand NUMBER(4);

BEGIN
...
IF number_on_hand < 1 THEN

RAISE out_of_stock;
END IF;

EXCEPTION
WHEN out_of_stock THEN

-- handle the error
END;
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View
is simply the representation of a SQL statement that is stored in memory so that it can easily
be re-used.

Benefits:
•Commonality of code being used
•Security
•Predicate pushing

Example:
Create or replace view emp_detail_v as
select e.ename, d.name

From emp e, dept d
Where e.deptno = d.deptno;

Select * from emp_detail_v;
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Trigger
is procedural code that is automatically executed in response to certain events on a particular
table in a database.

Triggers are commonly used to:
•Prevent changes (e.g. prevent an invoice from being changed after it's been mailed out)
•Log changes (e.g. keep a copy of the old data)
•Audit changes (e.g. keep a log of the users and roles involved in changes)
•Enhance changes (e.g. ensure that every change to a record is time-stamped by the server's clock, not the client's)
•Enforce business rules (e.g. require that every invoice have at least one line item)
•Execute business rules (e.g. notify a manager every time an employee's bank account number changes)
•Replicate data (e.g. store a record of every change, to be shipped to another database later)
•Enhance performance (e.g. update the account balance after every detail transaction, for faster queries)

Insert Triggers:
BEFORE INSERT Trigger
AFTER INSERT Trigger

Update Triggers:
BEFORE UPDATE Trigger
AFTER UPDATE Trigger

Delete Triggers:
BEFORE DELETE Trigger
AFTER DELETE Trigger

4
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Example 1:

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER orders_before_insert
BEFORE INSERT

ON orders
FOR EACH ROW

DECLARE
v_username varchar2(10);

BEGIN
-- Find username of person performing INSERT into table
SELECT user INTO v_username
FROM dual;
-- Update create_date field to current system date
:new.create_date := sysdate;
-- Update created_by field to the username of the person performing the INSERT
:new.created_by := v_username;

END;

5
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Example 2:

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER SIS.sis_ord_uyhd_flag
AFTER insert

ON SIS.SIS_UYHD FOR EACH ROW
DECLARE
BEGIN

update sis_order
set flag_02_uyhd = 'Y'
where order_id = :old.order_id;

END;

6
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Procedure
is a subprogram that performs a specific action. You write procedures using the syntax:

CREATE OR REPLACE
PROCEDURE procedure_name (parameter, parameter...) IS

[local declarations]
BEGIN

executable statements
EXCEPTION

exception handlers]
END [procedure_name];

Specifying Subprogram Parameter Modes
You use parameter modes to define the behavior of formal parameters. The three parameter
modes, IN (the default), OUT, and IN OUT, can be used with any subprogram. However, avoid
using the OUT and IN OUT modes with functions. The purpose of a function is to take zero or
more arguments (actual parameters) and return a single value. To have a function return
multiple values is a poor programming practice. Also, functions should be free from side
effects, which change the values of variables not local to the subprogram.

3
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Example:

PROCEDURE raise_salary (emp_id NUMBER, amount NUMBER) IS
current_salary NUMBER;
salary_missing EXCEPTION;

BEGIN
SELECT sal INTO current_salary FROM emp

WHERE empno = emp_id;
IF current_salary IS NULL THEN

RAISE salary_missing;
ELSE

UPDATE emp SET sal = sal + amount
WHERE empno = emp_id;

END IF;
EXCEPTION

WHEN NO_DATA_FOUND THEN
INSERT INTO emp_audit VALUES (emp_id, 'No such number');

WHEN salary_missing THEN
INSERT INTO emp_audit VALUES (emp_id, 'Salary is null');

END raise_salary;

4
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Procedure Execution:

EXEC procedure_name(parameter, parameter ....);

Or:

BEGIN
procedure_name(parameter, parameter ....);

END;

Example:

EXEC raise_salary(143, 50000);

5

Procedure
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Function
a subprogram that computes a value. Functions and procedures are structured alike, except
that functions have a RETURN clause. You write (local) functions using the syntax:

CREATE OR REPLACE
FUNCTION function_name ( parameter , parameter ... ) RETURN
Datatype IS

local declarations
BEGIN

executable statements
EXCEPTION

exception handlers
END function_name;

The RETURN statement immediately completes the execution of a subprogram and returns
control to the caller. Execution then resumes with the statement following the subprogram call.
(Do not confuse the RETURN statement with the RETURN clause in a function spec, which
specifies the datatype of the return value.)

6

Function
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Example:

FUNCTION balance (acct_id INTEGER) RETURN REAL IS
acct_bal REAL;

BEGIN
SELECT bal INTO acct_bal FROM accts

WHERE acct_no = acct_id;
RETURN acct_bal;

END balance;

The following example shows that the expression in a function RETURN statement can be
arbitrarily complex:

FUNCTION compound (
years NUMBER,
amount NUMBER,
rate NUMBER) RETURN NUMBER IS

BEGIN
RETURN amount * POWER((rate / 100) + 1, years);

END compound;

7

Function
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Calling Function:

Select function_name(parameter, parameter) from….

Example:
Select balance(acct_id) from accounts;

8

Function
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Summary
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•Package Specification
•Package Body
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Package

3

Package
is a schema object that groups logically related PL/SQL types, items, and subprograms.
Packages usually have two parts, a specification and a body, although sometimes the body is
unnecessary. The specification (spec for short) is the interface to your applications; it
declares the types, variables, constants, exceptions, cursors, and subprograms available for
use. The body fully defines cursors and subprograms, and so implements the spec.

Advantages of PL/SQL Packages:
•Modularity
•Easier Application Design
•Information Hiding
•Added Functionality
•Better Performance
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Package

4

CREATE PACKAGE emp_actions AS  -- package spec
PROCEDURE hire_employee (emp_id INTEGER, name VARCHAR2, ...);
PROCEDURE fire_employee (emp_id INTEGER);
PROCEDURE raise_salary (emp_id INTEGER, amount REAL);
...

END emp_actions;

CREATE PACKAGE BODY emp_actions AS  -- package body
PROCEDURE hire_employee (emp_id INTEGER, name VARCHAR2, ...) IS
BEGIN

...
INSERT INTO emp VALUES (emp_id, name, ...);

END hire_employee;

PROCEDURE fire_employee (emp_id INTEGER) IS
BEGIN

DELETE FROM emp WHERE empno = emp_id;
END fire_employee;

PROCEDURE raise_salary (emp_id INTEGER, amount REAL) IS
BEGIN

UPDATE emp SET sal = sal + amount WHERE empno = emp_id;
END raise_salary;
...

END emp_actions;
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Summary

2

•Oracle Connection & Calling PL/SQL Object from Application 
Programming:

- Oracle Developer
- PHP
- VB
- .NET
- Java
- C++
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Oracle Database – Oracle Developer

3

Connect to Oracle Database from Oracle Developer Programming:
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Oracle Database – Oracle Developer

4

Calling Oracle Object from Oracle Developer Programming:

declare
a_1 number;
v_msg varchar2(1000);
v_status varchar2(1);

begin
if :DRAFT_HDR.INV_ID is null then

set_alert_property('INV', alert_message_text, 'Please select invoice !');
a_1 := show_alert('INV');
raise form_trigger_failure;
go_block('DRAFT_HDR');
first_record;

end if;

commit_form;
sis_fin_invoice(:draft_hdr.inv_id, :global.p_user_name, v_status, v_msg); -- This is Procedure
set_alert_property('INV', alert_message_text, v_msg);
a_1 := show_alert('INV');

go_block('DRAFT_HDR');
execute_query(no_validate);
go_block('DRAFT_HDR');
first_record;

end;
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Oracle Database – PHP

5

Connect to Oracle Database from PHP Programming:

<?
//*************************************************************
//*** Database Connection.  Return database link address ******
//*************************************************************
function f_is_db_connect () 
{
//***************************
//*** DATABASE CONNECTION ***
//***************************

// connect ke oracle
$c=OCILogon(“user_name",“the_password",“database_string");
if ( ! $c ) {

echo "Unable to connect: " . var_dump( OCIError() );
die();

}
return $c;

}
?>
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Oracle Database – PHP

6

Calling Oracle Objects from PHP Programming:

{
$q_emp = "select id, get_emp_name(id) name, get_emp_job_title(id) jabatan from v_active_employee where id 

= ".$v_emp_id;
$v_parse = OCIParse($db_conn, $q_emp);
OCIExecute($v_parse);
while (OCIFetch($v_parse))
{

$v_name = ociresult($v_parse,"NAME");
$v_jabatan = ociresult($v_parse,"JABATAN");

}

$get_head = "begin GET_APPROVAL_HEAD(to_number('".$v_emp_id."'), :p_dept_id, :p_dept, :p_head_dept, 
:p_head_dept_name, :p_div_id, :p_div, :p_head_div, :p_head_div_name, :p_dir_id, :p_dir, :p_head_dir, :p_head_dir_name, 
:p_apprv_1, :p_apprv_name_1, :p_apprv_2, :p_apprv_name_2); end;";

$stmt = oci_parse($db_conn, $get_head);
oci_bind_by_name($stmt,':p_dept_id',$v_dept_id,24);
oci_bind_by_name($stmt,':p_dept',$v_dept,100);

oci_bind_by_name($stmt,':p_head_dir_name',$v_head_dir_name,100);
oci_bind_by_name($stmt,':p_apprv_1',$v_apprv_1,24);
oci_bind_by_name($stmt,':p_apprv_name_1',$v_apprv_name_1,100);
oci_bind_by_name($stmt,':p_apprv_2',$v_apprv_2,24);
oci_bind_by_name($stmt,':p_apprv_name_2',$v_apprv_name_2,100);
oci_execute($stmt);

}
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Oracle Database – VB

7

Connect to Oracle Database from VB Programming:

Private Sub CmdConStr_Click()
On Error GoTo erhan
Dim Objcnn As New ADODB.Connection
Dim SQLString As String
SQLString = “Provider=OraOLEDB.Oracle.1;Password=the_password;Persist Security Info=True;User 
ID=user_name;Data Source=database_string”

Objcnn.Open SQLString
Objcnn.CommandTimeout = 0
MsgBox “Sucess”
Exit Sub
erhan:
MsgBox Err.Description
End Sub
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Oracle Database – VB

8

Calling Oracle Objects from VB Programming:

cmdado.ActiveConnection = cnSPR
cmdado.CommandText = "oracle pl/sql object name"
cmdado.CommandType = adCmdStoredProc
cmdado.Parameters.Append cmdado.CreateParameter("parameter1", adWChar,
adParamInput, 12, Me.txtidpel.Text)
cmdado.Parameters.Append cmdado.CreateParameter("parameter3", adWChar,
adParamInput, 12, mblth)
cmdado.Parameters.Append cmdado.CreateParameter("parameter2", adDouble,
adParamInput, , 1)
cmdado.Parameters.Append cmdado.CreateParameter("p_hasil", adVarChar,
adParamOutput, 500)
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Oracle Database – .NET

9

Integration Oracle - .NET

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using System.Data.OracleClient;
using System.Data; 

namespace CallingOracleStoredProc
{    class Program

{        static void Main(string[] args)
{            using (OracleConnection objConn = new OracleConnection("Data Source=ORCL; User ID=scott; 

Password=tiger"))
{

OracleCommand objCmd = new OracleCommand();
objCmd.Connection = objConn;
objCmd.CommandText = "get_count_emp_by_dept";
objCmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure;
objCmd.Parameters.Add("pin_deptno", OracleType.Number).Value = 20;
objCmd.Parameters.Add("return_value", OracleType.Number).Direction = ParameterDirection.ReturnValue;
try
{

objConn.Open();
objCmd.ExecuteNonQuery();
System.Console.WriteLine("Number of employees in department 20 is {0}", 

objCmd.Parameters["return_value"].Value);
……………………..
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Oracle Database – Java

10

Connect to Oracle Database from JAVA Programming:

/* coonnect.java */
import java.sql.*;
public class coonnect {

String db = "jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:XE";
String user = “user_name";
String pass = “the_password“; 
public coonnect(){}
public Statement sambung(){

try {
Class.forName("oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver");
}

catch (ClassNotFoundException e) {

e.printStackTrace();
}
try {

co = DriverManager.getConnection(db,user,pass);
}

catch (SQLException e) {

e.printStackTrace();
}

……………..
…………………
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Oracle Database – Java

11

Calling Oracle Objects from Java Programming:

CallableStatement cs;
try {

// Call a procedure with no parameters
cs = connection.prepareCall("{call myproc}");
cs.execute();

// Call a procedure with one IN parameter
cs = connection.prepareCall("{call myprocin(?)}");

// Set the value for the IN parameter
cs.setString(1, "a string");

// Execute the stored procedure
cs.execute();

// Call a procedure with one OUT parameter
cs = connection.prepareCall("{call myprocout(?)}");

// Register the type of the OUT parameter
cs.registerOutParameter(1, Types.VARCHAR);
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Oracle Database – Java

12

Calling Oracle Objects from Java Programming (Cont.):

// Execute the stored procedure and retrieve the OUT value
cs.execute();
String outParam = cs.getString(1);     // OUT parameter

// Call a procedure with one IN/OUT parameter
cs = connection.prepareCall("{call myprocinout(?)}");

// Register the type of the IN/OUT parameter
cs.registerOutParameter(1, Types.VARCHAR);

// Set the value for the IN/OUT parameter
cs.setString(1, "a string");

// Execute the stored procedure and retrieve the IN/OUT value
cs.execute();
outParam = cs.getString(1);            // OUT parameter

} catch (SQLException e) {
}
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Oracle Database – C++

13

Integration Oracle – C++:

void CSPCallDlg::OnRun() 
{
-------
TCHAR szName[10] = "\0", szsal[10] = "\0", szQuery[50] = "\0";          

csConRemote="DSN=AAA";        //AAA=Microsoft ODBC for Oracle (32 bit)
csConRemote+=";UID=anju";    
csConRemote+=";PWD=anju";    
int nfalg=1;
// it will connect till connection was established
while(nfalg)
{

try
{

m_OnLinedb.OpenEx(csConRemote,CDatabase::noOdbcDialog);        
retcode = SQLAllocStmt(m_OnLinedb.m_hdbc,&hstmt);

if(retcode == SQL_ERROR)  m_OnLinedb.Close();                            
nEmpNo=atoi(m_strEmpNO);

// number input to store procedure 
retcode = SQLBindParameter(hstmt,1,SQL_PARAM_INPUT,SQL_C_SLONG,SQL_INTEGER,10,0,&nEmpNo,0,NULL);

// out put char 
sprintf(szQuery,"{call GETSAL (?,?,?)}");                                            

// to exective proceture  
retcode = SQLExecDirect(hstmt,(UCHAR *)szQuery,SQL_NTS);                  

-------------------
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